always produce from a given partition either n + l distinct partitions or else leave the partition fixed. This is because these transformations form a cyclic group of order n + l, a prime; consequently any element of the group other than the identity generates the full group. If however, the partition is left fixed then since the only fixed points of our transformations lie on the diagonal, we see that the first partition which is a multiple of n +1 and invariant under the given rotations is just the (n+ l)-dimensional hypercube with n + l dots on an edge. Consequently, the partitions of (n + 1)N can be divided into disjoint sets of n +1 elements whenever 0<N<(n +1)". Hence (1) follows.
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On the other hand, the only partition of («+ l) n + 1 which has « + l dots on the diagonal is the above described hypercube. Thus since all the other ndimensional partitions of («+ l) n + 1 may be separated into sets of n+1 elements, we deduce that p n ((«+l)" +1 ) = l(mod II+1).
The procedure used here is derived from Wright's work in (3) for 1-restricted (n + l)-dimensional partitions.
